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SUMMARY
From body weight, food intake and carcass composition data on 447 Hereford bull calves, 

measured from 200 to 400 days, several traits relating to the efficiency of beef cattle production 
were derived and analysed. Traits included body weight at various ages, weight gain, estimated lean 
carcass content, lean growth rate, food intake, food conversion ratio, lean food conversion ratio, 
food intake in relation to metabolic body weight, energy required for protein and fat accretion, and 
maintenance requirements. Traits combining carcass composition and body weight were moderately 
to strongly inherited whereas traits combining food intake and body weight were weakly inherited, 
as was maintenance. Energy required to accrete protein and fat was strongly related to weight gain. 
Contrary to expectation, maintenance showed no general relationship with carcass lean content.

INTRODUCTION

Although much work has been done on estimating genetic parameters for production traits 
necessary for within breed selection in beef cattle, it is growth rate that has received most 
attention and is the primary selection criterion in many breeding schemes (Barlow, 1984). This 
is despite the fact that the relationship between growth rate of the slaughter progeny and overall 
efficiency of the production system is poor (Dickerson, 1978), and a direct result of selection for 
growth rate is increased mature size, resulting in an increased cost of maintaining breeding 
females. Clearly alternative selection criteria are required for beef cattle improvement. Modelling 
a beef production system, Thompson and Barlow (1982) showed that reducing mature intake (i.e. 
maintenance requirements) and increasing food conversion efficiency both had a large effect on 
overall efficiency of the production system. Carcass lean content is another trait of importance as 
fat is energetically expensive to produce and excess carcass fat has a major impact on consumer 
perception of the final product.

Mrode et al (1990) has reported selection in Hereford cattle for lean growth rate and 
efficiency of lean growth, two potentially useful selection criteria for beef cattle. The aim of this 
study is to utilise the data described by Mrode to estimate genetic parameters for a variety of 
traits important in defining the efficiency of beef production, and to study the relationships 
between these traits.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The data set analysed consisted of performance measurements on 447 bull calves taken over 
8 years, from 1981 to 1988. On each animal body weight and food intake was recorded at 30 day 
intervals from approximately 200 to approximately 400 days of age, and carcass lean content 
(LEAN) at 400 days was estimated from ultrasonic backfat thickness. The traits selected for were 
Lean Growth Rate (LGR) (Growth Rate to 400 days X LEAN) and Lean Food Conversion Efficiency 
(LFCR) (Food lntake(FI)/Weight Gain X LEAN, from 200 to 400 days). A detailed description of 
the selection methods and husbandry is given by Mrode et al (1990).

For this study the following additional traits were derjved: Average metabolic body weight 
(i.e. average weight-75) (MBW), FI/MBW (FMBW), total energy required for the accretion of fat 
and protein in the body (DEP), total maintenance energy expenditure (MAINT) and MAINT/MBW 
(MMBW). These traits were analysed together with LGR, LFCR, LEAN, FI, 200 and 400 day 
weights (W200 and W400) and 200 to 400 day weight gain (GAIN).

DEP, the total amount of energy required to deposit the protein and fat in the body, is a 
function of both the rate and efficiency of fat and protein deposition. Standard values from the AFRC 
Nutrient Requirements of Ruminant Livestock (1980) were used to describe protein and fat
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accretion for the average animal in the experiment (LEAN=0.60), correcting for sex and rate of 
growth. The ratio of substitution of fat by lean for animals with LEAN differing from 0.60 was 
deduced from standard correction factors for sex and growth rate. Efficiency of fat and protein 
deposition (kp and kf) were defined a s  0.45 and 0.75, respectively. Assuming a metabolisable 
energy density of the diet of 9.88 MJME/kg the following equations for DEP and MAINT were 
derived:

DEP (MJ) = 53*GAIN*(0.8162-0.669*LEAN) ...( i)
MAINT (MJ) = 9.88*FI - DEP ...(ii)

The values obtained for DEP, MAINT and MMBW are clearly dependent on the assumptions 
made in their calculation. Of importance is whether the sampling properties of these traits change 
with alterations in the assumptions, and this may be tested by alterring the "benchmark" 
assumptions and calculating the correlations between the old (i.e. "benchmark”) and new traits. 
This was done alterring (i) the ratio for substitution of fat by lean, (ii) assum ed carcass 
composition changes at 200 days, given LEAN at 400 days, (iii) kp and kf values (+25%), (iv) 
energy density of the diet (±10%) and (v) metabolic body weight exponent.

Preliminary analyses of all traits were done using the GENSTAT package, fitting the fixed 
effects of year, line (LGR, LFCR and Control), dam age (4 categories) and weaning strategy (3 
categories), with date of birth as a covariable, to get means and standard deviations for all traits 
and to test the assumptions regarding DEP, MAINT and MBW. Genetic parameters were calculated 
using restricted maximum likelihood procedures (REML) fitting the sam e fixed effects and an 
animal model. The relationship matrix included all animals in the trial, regardless of whether they 
had performance records included in the dataset.

RESULTS

The mean values for all traits along with their standard deviations are shown in table 1. The 
MMBW mean of 644 kJ/kg-75/day js perhaps 15% higher than values usually presented for beef 
cattle, however these values usually describe adult animals, and heat production is lower in adult 
than in growing animals (Webster, 1989). The values found for DEP, MAINT and MMBW are, of 
course, dependent on the assumptions made in their derivation, and MAINT and MMBW are 
especially sensitive to changes in the energy density assumed for the diet.

The correlations between traits calculated using the benchmark assumptions and the alterred 
assumptions, for DEP, MAINT and MMBW, never fell below 0.99. To test the effects of larger 
changes in the assumptions, correlations were also calculated between traits obtained using one or 
more of the alterred assumptions. Rarely was the correlation between any two traits lower than 
0.99 and no correlations were less than 0.96. The regression of log(MAINT) on log(average 
weight) gave the exponent 0.7356 for metabolic bodyweight, and the correlation between MMBW 
using W-75 ancj MMBW using W-7356 was 1 .0 0 0 . The exponent for which the correlation of 
average weight and MMBW was zero was 0.732. DEP, MAINT and MMBW therefore appear to be 
very robust to changes in their assumptions insofar as changes in these assumptions have almost 
no effect on their sampling properties. They may therefore be accepted as reliable estimators of 
the energy required for accretion of lean and fat and energy required for maintenance.

Table 1 Overall Means and Standard Deviations

LE AN

kg/kg
W 4 0 0

kg
W 2 0 0

kg
G A IN

kg
LG R

g/day
FI

kg
F C R

kg/kg
LF C R

kg/kg
M B W

kg'75
FB W

k g /k g -7 5
D E P

MJ
M A IN T  M M B W  
MJ k J /k g -7 5 /cJa y

mean .600 
s.d. .024

411
36

164
22

247
28

566
59

1457
140

6.00
0.71

10.0
1.3

69.4
4.5

21.0
2.0

5446
662

8958 645 
1221 75

Heritabilities for each trait are shown on the diagonals of table 2, along with their standard 
errors. FCR had a zero heritability. Traits which combine carcass composition and body weight, 
e.g. LEAN, LGR and DEP are moderately to strongly inherited, whereas traits combining food intake
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and body weight are weakly inherited, as are MAINT and MMBW. The heritability for LFCR is quite 
different from the value of 0.37 reported by Mrode et al (1990), however Mrode found the 
heritability for LFCR in the line selected for LFCR to be zero, and there was little response to 
selection in this trait during the time period that this dataset represents. To investigate this 
problem the data were reanalysed using only animals from the LGR and Control lines, however the 
heritability of LFCR remained unchanged.

Phenotypic and genetic correlations (rp and rg) between the traits are also shown in table 2. 
For FCR it was not possible to calculate genetic correlations. The rp values were estimated quite 
precisely, with standard errors ranging from 0.02 to 0.05. The precision,of the rg values varied 
greatly depending on the heritabilities of the traits and the actual value of the correlation. For 
traits with low heritabilities, especially MMBW and LFCR, the standard errors often exceeded 1.0, 
making interpretation of the correlations difficult.

Table 2 Heritabilities and Correlations Between Traits

LEAN W200 W400 MBW LGR GAIN FI FBW DEP MAINT MMBW LFCR

LEAN .60
(.11)

-.02 -.05 -.05 .48 -.04 -.20 -.37 -.55 .20
£

,61a -.983

W200 .06 .19
(.10)

.92 .97 .80 .82 .78 -.16 .71 .83 -,06a -.253

W400 -.03 .62 .33
(.11)

.99 .85 .97 .95 .30 .85 .943 .173 -.10

MBW .00 .85 .94 .31
(.11)

.84 .93 .93 .13 .80 .92 .08 -.11

LGR .37 .59 .91 .87 .37
(.12)

.80 .80 .10 .53 .943 .333 -.65

GAIN -.09 .02 .80 .54 .55 .21
(.11)

.97 .68 .86 .953 .673 .103

FI -.18 .51 .68 .68 .55 .46 .20
(.09)

.43 .92 .93 .28 -.193

FBW -.25 -.15 .00 -.07 -.10 .11 .68 .05
(09)

.70 .32 .75 -.033

DEP -.40 .02 .74 .50 .52 .94 .49 .19 .23
(.12)

.74 .21 ,80a

MAINT .02 .59 .37 .50 .34 .02 .88 .69 .01 .10
(.07)

.41 a - 43a

MMBW .02 .16 -.12 -.01 -.11 -.29 .61 .84 -.27 .85 .02
(.06)

-,63a

LFCR -.41 .37 -.17 .05 -.32 -.52 .42 .49 -.34 .67 .75 .03
(07)

FCR -.06 .42 -.22 .04 -.14 -.62 .36 .44 -.53 .74 .82 .93

a: standard error greater than 1.0. Diagonals: heritabilities with standard errors 
Below diagonals: phenotypic correlations; above diagonals: genetic correlations.

DISCUSSION

The moderate heritabilities shown by the traits describing body weight and growth and the 
high heritability for carcass composition (i.e. LEAN) are in agreement with many population 
studies and selection experiments in beef cattle. Given these results it is expected that LGR should 
be moderately to strongly inherited, as it is. The heritability for DEP, which may be thought of as 
intake in excess of maintenance, is similar to that for GAIN, as may be expected from inspection of 
equation (i). The heritability of FI (0.20) is higher than the value of 0.04 presented by Mrode el 
a l (1990), and is closer to values reported by Andersen et al (1987), Brown et al (1988) and 
Hanset el_al (1988), ranging from 0.11 to 0.28. The zero heritability for FCR is puzzling, 
however, and is in sharp contrast to high values usually reported for cattle (Andersen et al.1987: 
Fimland, 1973; Hanset et al. 1988 and Khalil and Pirchner, 1986).
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There are few published genetic parameters for maintenance requirements, mainly because 
of the difficulty in measuring sufficient animals to obtain meaningful parameter estimates, and the 
results given here would suggest that it is weakly inherited. Between breed differences have been 
documented (Andersen, 1978; Byers et al. 1987; Ferrall and Jenkins, 1984; and Taylor et al.
1986), however, with the general result that as production potential increases, particularly milk 
production, so do maintenance requirements. Taylor ascribes these breed differences to differences 
in km, the efficiency with which food is used for maintenance, rather than fasting metabolism, and 
in an earlier study (Taylor and Young, 1968) found a "broad sense" heritability of 0.89 ± 0.37 
for km. Carstens et al (1989) using monozygous twin calves found "broad sense" heritabilities for 
km of 0.71 ± 0.17 and 0.49 ± 0.22 at 9 and 20 months of age, respectively, yet little between pair 
variation in fasting heat production. Changes in fasting metabolism as a result of selection for 
growth have, however, been observed in cattle (Frisch, 1981). Genetic variation in maintenance 
therefore exists, but the degree to which which it is genetically determined, and the components of 
the trait which are more strongly inherited, require more study.

The most interesting correlations are those involving LEAN, which show little relationship to 
any of the derived traits, except for those calculated using LEAN, viz. LGR, LFCR and DEP. The lack 
of relationship between LEAN and MAINT or MMBW is surprising, as heat production is often 
correlated with protein synthesis (Webster, 1989) or carcass lean content (Olthoff and 
Dickerson, 1988). Ferrall and Jenkins (1985) conclude that it is difficult to determine the 
extent of the relationship between heat production and carcass composition, however many results 
they cite confound breed and/or sex effects. The genetic relationship between carcass composition 
and maintenance requirements remains an open question.

It may be concluded that traits involving growth and carcass composition are moderately to 
strongly inherited whereas those describing food intake or maintenance requirements appear to be 
more weakly inherited. Although maintenance requirements are identified as the major single cost 
in beef production, surprisingly little is known about the degree to which they are genetically 
determined, or even their genetic relationships with growth, food intake or carcass composition. In 
order to develop breeding strategies to improve overall biological efficiency of beef cattle 
production more accurate genetic parameters describing these relationships must be estimated.
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